Pen Press Publishing

Pen Press Publishing, a trusted informational resource for precious metals discovery and recovery enthusiasts, has been in the publishing business for over 20 years.

Pen Press Publishing's "Printing on Demand" business model insures constant incorporation into our family of fine products the latest, relevant information and discoveries which impact our precious metals' customers. We are now proud to announce our new digital delivery products using eBay's classified ad format, beginning October 20, 2008.

The extremely valuable office and technical support staff at Pen Press Publishing maintains a dual focus of

A) presenting low cost, small footprint, scientifically supported, highly profitable methods, and

B) teaching only those methods which have been fused in the crucible of hands-on experience by those writers and professionals associated with Pen Press since its inception.

All Pen Press Publishing products are covered by their respective intellectual copyrights, service marks, etc. The current list of products includes books, kits, CDs, teaching samples, testing tools, photographs, workbooks, seminar materials and slides, advertising design, logos, descriptions graphic layouts, etc.

All products are exclusively distributed by Pen Press only with no outside distribution neither by use of outside sales' reps, nor other 3rd party vendors.

We are happy to bring you fresh, up to date, information regarding our diverse product line of kits and other highly profitable information announced through eBay Classified Ads format listings, beginning Oct 20, 2008. This begins a new chapter for us here at Pen Press Publishing, still serving the Precious Metals' Enthusiasts. We're excited about our new product line and its digital delivery within 24hrs order fulfillment model.

We rotate the frequency of classified ads on a monthly basis through eBay, and have only permitted our author, Megan "ClickTheYellowChick" Rose, to sell single copies which are shipped from our Idaho Order Fulfillment Center.

The purchase of a Pen Press Publishing product--regardless of form or format--does not endow the purchaser with any flow-through reselling rights, whether in whole or in part.

Due to experiential and technical subject matter covered, INCLUDING specific protocol supporting Precious Metals discovery, recovery, and refining skillsets, Pen Press Publishing cares a great deal about quality of our product(s) all our customers receive, especially those in the valuable eBay community of buyers. Therefore, all digital or snail mail delivered products must be shipped directly from our order fulfillment center without exception.
This maintains quality control of **Pen Press** products and information, and enables our support staff to provide appropriate, individual, and prompt technical support when requested by our customers after their eBay classified ad purchases.

**Pen Press** cannot guarantee the authenticity or completeness of products purchased through any other unauthorized venue.

We have always shipped directly into your hands, the teachable eBay consumer, all digitally delivered products. The official confirmation of effort to digitally deliver promptly, will be made only through eBay internal mail. It is the eBay winner's responsibility to keep their registered email account information current in order to receive the digital delivery of what they have purchased using eBay's Classified Ad format. If you have any questions or problems with products received through any distributor who makes claims to be associated with **Pen Press** and is *not* by virtue of our exclusive control of all the distribution of Pen Press products, including our new copyright protected information products designed to be digitally delivered after purchase through eBay classified ad format, you will need to contact that **non-authorized seller directly** for all post-purchase support, or technical advice.

Any concerns regarding counterfeit **Pen Press Publishing** products or any eBay observing others' abuses of **Pen Press Publishing service marks or copyrights**, please email us with "VeROconcerns" in the subject at:

**origppress@aol.com**

**penpress@goldplatinumtutor.com**

We pledge to diligently pursue all such alerts. The results and conclusions of our investigations cannot be shared.

Several authors are currently under exclusive contract to Pen Press, including but not limited to **Ms. Megan Rose**, the original, citified **Thrift Store Prospecting** gold prospector.